RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
INTERN
SUMMARY
As a fintech investment bank, we are constantly in search of new ways to challenge the status quo by launching disruptive and
revenue generating solutions for our global client base. We want dreamers and doers who are ready to
We are utilising cutting-edge concepts in the fields of data analytics, financial modeling, machine learning / AI, and software
engineering to disrupt the traditional financial services industry.

RESPONSIBILITIES
We're looking for innovative thinkers with a hunger to expand their knowledge, drive culture change and contribute to the long-term
success of Invast Global.
Whilst you may be at the beginning of your career – you will be recognized. You will have the ability to make significant decisions and
implement organization-wide changes.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
Our ideal candidate has:
p
p
p
p
p
p

Independent problem-solving ability
Quantitative skills
Entrepreneurial mindset
Ability and desire to learn on the go
Curiosity & initiative
Programming ability (Any language)

PREFERRED SKILLS
p Excellent academic record

Interest in any of the following concepts:
o
o
o
o

Statistical modelling & forecasting
Machine learning – supervised & unsupervised
Algorithmic execution & trading
Financial market making

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
INTERN CONT.
INVAST GLOBAL
Invast Global is a specialist multi-asset prime broker based in Sydney, Tokyo and Hong Kong. The company specialises in providing
innovative prime services to hedge funds, asset managers, proprietary trading firms, other brokerages and banks.
The milestones have been accumulating fast for the entrepreneurial firm, with its institutional client base growing strongly worldwide
and a particularly strong penetration into the hedge fund space. The company has received numerous highly-respected industry
awards, often beating larger, globally renowned investment banks.
The JASDAQ-listed Japanese parent company – Invast Securities Co. has a 60-year history as a Forex and Securities brokerage and
enjoys stable, long-standing relationships with numerous tier-one bank prime brokers.

Disclaimer: This job description indicates in general terms, the type and level of work performed as well as the typical responsibilities
of employees in this classification and it may be changed by management at any time. Other duties may also apply. Nothing in this
job description changes the at-will employment relationship existing between the Company and its employees. Distribution of this
item outside of the Company without an authorized release is a violation of Company policy.

